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Lapine Divorce
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Once upon a time, there was the Bunny Duchy. It was a lush and fertile land, where
the rays of the sun danced over the bright meadows. Its most eligible bachelor was
the benevolent Duke Kune, born of the Azure family. He was a proud and rich man
with such immense power and status that only Princess Lakia of the Royal Scarlet
family would make an acceptable match, and so the nuptials were arranged.
Alas, for all the carrot cake that was consumed at the wedding was in vain. Life at
the royal household was not exactly a fairy tale, and over time the intrigues & Plots
of the court took their toll on the couple. The Duke was spending more and more
time at the stables, while the Princess was taking more trips to foreign warrens.
It was only a matter of time. One day, a petty argument boiled over to a fight, and
once the fight grew to the point that the royal guards had to be called in, there was
no way to contain the situation. It was going to be Kune v Lakia!

COMPONENTS
• Kune & Lakia (2 cards)
The cards represent each of the main characters and are used to cover stored
cards.

• Courtiers (10 cards)
Influencing the most powerful aristocrats in the court is the key to victory.
Each of these Courtiers is represented by 2 double-sided cards – one white &
purple, and one blue & red. At the beginning of the game, each character is
neutral (white), but may be Influenced to choose a side (blue / red), or may be
ambivalent (purple).

• Plots (25 cards)
The Plot cards represent the lengths to which Kune and Lakia are willing to go
to gain the upper hand in the impending divorce. These cards may be obtained
by influencing the Courtiers and added to each player’s hand. There are five
different types of Plot cards (Conspiring, Promises, Association, Friendship,
Manipulating), with five cards per type.
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• Property (10 cards)
In their short, yet eventful, common life together, the Duke and the Princess
managed to amass quite a few assets. The players start with these assets in hand,
and may use them to begin influencing the Courtiers.

• Edge (1 card)
The court is a peculiar place – no matter how much
conflict there is under the surface, one must always keep up
appearances. The Edge represents the tactical advantage
gained by the player who appears to be less aggressive
when trying to gain the upper hand; thus the edge card is
awarded to the player who first passes each round.
• Counsel tokens (5 carrots)
The carrot tokens are used to mark which Courtiers have given their Counsel in
each game round.

GOAL
KUNE v LAKIA is the story of a divorce between two prominent lapine aristocrats.
At the end of the story, one of the two parties will have come out on top, having
retained more prestige than the other. The Duke and the Princess each have
their own strengths and weaknesses, as well as different ways to gain prestige. The
prestige that they gain is measured at the end of the game and is represented by the
points they will earn. The player with the most points is the winner and retains a
position at court. The other player is banished to social wilderness, never to enjoy
the comforts of court.
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SETUP
The players decide on who will act on the Duke’s behalf and who will serve the
Princess.
Divide the starting Property cards. For the first game, each player receives a full
set of 5 cards, with each of the two sets marked K and L . In subsequent games,
place all 10 property cards face up on the table, and starting with the player
representing the Princess, each player chooses one card to take in hand until each
player has 5 cards.
Place the Courtier cards so that the white (neutral) side is facing up. The red / blue
cards may be underneath, and can be inspected at any point by the players.
Shuffle all Plot cards and divide them in five decks of 5 cards each. Place each deck
next to each one of the Courtier cards – these decks will now be referred to as the
Sorceress deck, the King deck, the Abbot deck, the Knight deck, and the Countess
deck.
Place one Counsel carrot token next to each one of the Courtier cards.
The Duke player takes the Edge card, placing it next to the Duke character card.

The players are now ready to begin, starting with the player acting for the Princess.
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PLAYING THE GAME
The game is played over several rounds. During each round, the players take turns
one after the other, until one player has passed. At that point, the opponent may
take up to two more turns, then the round is over.
When taking a turn, a player may perform only one of the following actions:
1. Influence
2. Counsel
3. Plot
4. Pass
Whenever a card is discarded, it is placed face down on a player’s personal discard
pile. A player is free to inspect their own discard pile, but not the opponent’s.

1. Influence
With Influence, the players attempt to get Courtiers on their side, and increase
their ability to Plot & Influence in the future.
The player chooses one of the Courtiers, and plays any number of cards. Those
cards must have at least a set of icons matching the icons necessary to Influence a
particular Courtier. There can be more icons than necessary, in the case that the
player wishes to use one or more cards for their Influence effect.
Some cards allow a player to Influence with one less
icon – this effect is applied immediately when
the player takes the Influence action.
During the Influence action, the
following phases take place, in any
order:
• Draw Plot card
• Resolve Influence effects
• Switch Courtier allegiance
Draw Plot card
The topmost card in the Courtier’s deck is drawn
and added to the influencing player’s discard pile.
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Resolve Influence effects
The Influence effects on any cards played may be applied in any order at any point
before, during or after resolving other parts of the Influence action (drawing a Plot
card or switching a Courtier’s allegiance). Applying all such effects is optional.
Switch Courtier allegiance
Influencing a Courtier may have three possible effects on that Courtier’s allegiance,
depending on the current status of the Courtier, the following take place:
• White (neutral) / Purple (ambivalent)
The Courtier swears allegiance to the active player, and the relevant Courtier
card (blue for the Duke, red for the Princess) is turned face up, replacing the
previous card.
• Blue / Red – supporting the influencing player
If the Courtier already supports the Duke or the Princess (showing a color
matching the active player’s patron), the Courtier demonstrates support for the
active player, who performs the Counsel ability of the Courtier (regardless of the
presence of a Counsel carrot).
• Blue / Red – opposing the influencing player
If the Courtier opposes the Duke or the Princess (showing a color different than
the one of the active player’s patron), the Courtier is persuaded to demonstrate
ambivalence, and the purple Courtier card is turned face up, replacing the
previous card.
Example:
The red player (acting for the Princess) Influences the Knight, who is supporting
the Duke (the blue side is face up), by playing 3 cards that contain the matching
icons on the blue Knight’s card.
The blue Knight is replaced with
the purple one. The topmost card
from the Knight’s deck is drawn
and added to the player’s discard
pile.
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2. Counsel
In the struggle for dominance, it is imperative that the two sides use every
opportunity to get ahead. Sometimes that means calling upon those Courtiers who
support them (or at least not oppose them) to use their power for their cause.
A player can choose a Courtier from whom to receive
Counsel if that Courtier is purple or matches the player’s
color. No card is necessary to do so.
The player places a Counsel carrot token to mark that this
Courtier has given Counsel, and can not be called on to
Counsel again this same round.
Then the Counsel ability of that Courtier is executed. If not
all of its effects can be applied, then the player applies as
much of it as possible.

3. Plot
Hatching and executing Plots is a great way to get ahead in the race to survive this
divorce. A player may play a card that contains one or more Plots, then execute
one of them. A player must be able to execute a Plot in order to choose this action.
Using a Plot card for its Plot effect is a trade-off between that and using its icons to
Influence a Courtier.
If a Plot indicates that only the Duke
or the Princess
may take that action
or part of the action the only that player may benefit from that Plot or that part of it.
The Plots have a wide variety of effects, causing the players to gain or store cards
and Influence or convert Courtiers (see Important concepts).

4. Pass
A player may, as an action, declare a Pass. No more turns may be taken by that
player, and no more actions may be chosen. However, the player may, when
prompted, react and defend during the opponent’s turns, using any remaining cards
in hand.
The first player to pass in each of the rounds receives the Edge card, even if it was
in the possession of the opponent.
The opponent may now take up to two turns, then the round is ended.
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END OF THE ROUND
After both players have passed, the round is ended. If this was the final round (see
End of game), proceed to Scoring.
For any other round, the following occur:
1. Any carrots placed on Courtiers are removed.
2. Both players draw all discarded cards in hand.

IMPORTANT CONCEPTS
The Edge
This card has many uses, granting flexibility to the player who possesses it. A player
may use the Edge as their action to Influence, seek Counsel, or Plot. After using it,
the player places the Edge card back in the middle of the table. It cannot be used
again until one of the players holds it again. The Edge can be acquired by various
Plot effects, by seeking the King’s Counsel, or by passing first in a round.
“Such a delicate issue, the Edge is. It is the sudden advantage that can make you a
victor, if you prove capable enough to exploit it on time.”
– Granny O’Hare, lapine historian

Icons
The Courtier, Plot and Property cards have a range of icons:
The Cauldron
The Mitre
The Crown
The Fan
The Sword
These icons represent the type of Influence that can
be exerted upon Courtiers; they can also be used in
combination with some Plot effects.
A 6th icon – the Red Bow
– exists on two cards and
is exclusively used by the Princess; it may count as a
wild icon, i.e., as any of the main five icons.
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Gaining cards
During the game, players may gain cards by using the Influence, Counsel or Plot
actions. A card that is gained is drawn from the appropriate Courtier deck and
placed face up in the discard pile of the player who gained it. It is not added to that
player’s hand unless specified by any card text.

Storing cards
During the game, players may use cards that allow them store cards. When storing
a card, players place it face down under their character cards (the Duke or the
Princess) and may not look at it until the end of the game. Each stored card is worth
2 points at the end of the game, in addition to the points that it is worth in itself.

Discarding cards
After a Property or a Plot card is played to Influence or Plot, the card must be
discarded face down to the player’s own discard pile. A player may always look at the
cards in their own discard pile, but not the opponent’s.
Note: The Edge card is never discarded. When used, it is placed in the middle of
the table, between the two players.

Burning cards
When a card is burned, it is removed from play and placed back in the box. It is out
of the game and may not be brought back by any means.
“The Princess and the Duke held a unique sway over their relatives, child. A
whispering word of theirs could draw them closely to their cause. However, some
secrets bore a cost, and sometimes even the juiciest rumors proved to be worthless.”
– Granny O’Hare, lapine historian

Converting Courtiers
Some cards may give you the chance to convert a Courtier. When converted, a
Courtier’s card status is immediately changed to the player’s own color (blue for the
Duke, red for the Princess). No card is gained by converting a Courtier.
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Property rights
Whenever a Property card is stolen from a player, another Property card must be
given to the player in return. The card can be any Property card in hand or in the
discard pile – or even be the same one that was stolen.
“Since both the Princess and the Duke were highborn, they would never resort to
petty disputes of wealth. Their conflict was all about prestige and gaining the upper
hand, thus their standing at court would never let them resort to such low measures
as the outright theft of property.”
– Granny O’Hare, lapine historian

Common knowledge
A player may, at any time, count the remaining cards in a Courtier’s deck, but may
not look at what they are.
“Both the Duke and the Princess knew who to approach and when. It was not a
difficult task for them, to linger over their relatives like birds of prey.”
– Granny O’Hare, lapine historian

Traits
Each Plot card has a trait that refers to a particular character (Knight, Countess,
Abbot, Sorceress, King) and is used by some Plot actions in the game. Also, the
players will score additional points for each one of their cards with a trait that
matches an ambivalent (purple) Courtier.
“The things that a noble learns about his peers may surprise you. You wouldn’t
think that the Duke and the Princess would let these kinds of information remain
unexploited for long now, would you?”
– Granny O’Hare, lapine historian

END OF THE GAME
The end of the game is triggered when no more cards remain in 3 of the 5 Courtier
decks. Even if a card is placed on a depleted deck space after this point, the game
will still end.
The players continue to take actions until both have passed and the round is over,
then they proceed to scoring.
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SCORING
“Everything can be considered an asset, dear! A person rooting for you is as
valuable as the necklace you’re wearing, and gossip can grant as much power,
provided it is solid enough as your mansion’s sturdy walls.”
– Granny O’Hare, lapine historian

The Edge
The Edge card is worth 2 points for the player owning it at the end of the game.

Stored cards
Each stored card under a character card is worth 2 points.

Cards
Almost every card in the game is worth a number of points specified on it.

Card scoring attributes
Certain cards are worth points for the player owning them (whether in hand,
discarded, or stored) at the end of the game.

Blue / Red Courtiers
Every blue Courtier is worth points for the Duke, and each red Courtier is
worth points for the Princess. These vary according to the Courtier and its final
allegiance:
Blue

Red

Sir Konstantine, the Valiant Knight

Courtier

4

5

Father Klaus, the Greedy Abbot

3

3

Countess Katia, the Duke’s sister

5

2

King Ludwig, the Princess’ Father

1

6

Sorceress Lavinia

3

4

A blue or red Courtier is worth 1 additional point for the corresponding player if
a carrot token is not on it at the end of the game, i.e. if that Courtier has not given
Counsel in the final round.
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Purple Courtiers
Each Plot card (in hand, discarded or stored) with a trait matching a purple
Courtier is worth 1 point.
Scoring example:
Points from

Duke

Princess

The Edge

2

-

Stored Cards

8

4

Cards

15

12

Card scoring attributes

3

0

Blue/Red Courtiers

4

10

Purple Courtiers
Total

-

3

32

29

The player with the most victory points is the winner, having amassed enough
prestige throughout the proceedings to be considered the one who has gained the
most (or lost the least) during the divorce.
In case of a tie, the winner is the player holding the Edge card at the end of the
game.
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